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Overview
The Orkestra Working Paper Series in Territorial Competitiveness is an international focal point
for dissemination of influential research in themes relating to territorial competitiveness, with
a specific emphasis on regions. This includes conceptual and applied policy-relevant research
in  Orkestra’s  areas  of  expertise:  Business  Innovation  and  Entrepreneurship;  Clusters  and
Global Value Chains; Energy, Industry and Employment; Energy Markets; Innovation Systems;
Internationalisation; Policy Analysis and Evaluation; Sustainable Socio-economic Progress; and
Territorial Development and Action Research.

The series  is  a  primary  mechanism for  the early  dissemination of  research undertaken by
researchers associated with Orkestra - and by other researchers with an interest in stimulating
discussion on territorial competitiveness. The series presents work that is considered (in whole
or part) suitable for submission to a major conference and/or for eventual publication in a
refereed academic journal or academic book.

The series is  supported by an Editorial  Board that guarantees that published papers  meet
academic requirements and are relevant to the themes covered by the series. A Managing
Editor coordinates the functioning of the series.

Editorial Board
     Dr. Henar Alcalde

     Dr. Miren Estensoro

     Dr. Edurne Magro

Managing Editor
     Patricia Canto

Submission Guidelines

1. Language: Work can be submitted in English, Spanish or Basque.

2. Length: Maximum 8,000 words, including references.

3. Format: Work should be submitted in Word format, using the Arial Font, size12, with 1.5
line spacing and default Word margins (3cm left and right; 2.5cm header and footer).  

4. Page  Numbering: All  pages  should  be  numbered  in  the  bottom  right-hand  corner,
including pages of notes, figures and references. The Title page should not be numbered.

5. Sections: If applicable sections should be numbered as follows: 1. (CAPITALS - Bold), 1.1.
(Title Case – Bold), 1.1.1. (Title Case), 1.1.1.1. (Title Case – Italics). 

6. Figures  and  Tables: These  should  be  inserted  and  numbered  appropriately  in  the
document.

7. Footnotes: Footnotes, rather than endnotes, should be used.

8. Referencing: References should be complete and consistent using APA Citation style (in-
text citations and a reference list).

http://www.apastyle.org/
http://www.orkestra.deusto.es/en/about-orkestra/team/410-patricia-canto-en
http://www.orkestra.deusto.es/en/about-orkestra/team/423-edurne-magro-en
http://www.orkestra.deusto.es/en/about-orkestra/team/415-miren-estensoro-en
http://www.orkestra.deusto.es/en/about-orkestra/team/404-henar-alcalde-en


9. Abstract: An abstract with a maximum length of 200 words should be included in the Title
page.

10. Title  Page: This  should  include the following information:  title;  author or authors  full
name  indicating  who  is  the  corresponding  author;  professional  affiliation  and  email
address; abstract; up to 6 keywords; , up to 6 JEL Classification codes.

Articles for submission should be sent with the above format to
the Managing Editor (pcanto@orkestra.deusto.es)


